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The Latin America Working Group Education Fund (LAWGEF) has initiated a fundraising 
campaign—the Cuba Fund Campaign 2012—with the goal of raising $100,000 by the end 
of this year. By engaging the enthusiasm and commitment of LAWGEF supporters, board 
members, and people who have traveled to Cuba on LAWGEF-partnered trips, the campaign 
reaches out to those who seek positive engagement with the island nation and the lifting all 
U.S. travel restrictions and the trade embargo.  
 
These are exciting times for those who support broadening U.S.-Cuban relations. Recent 
polls show that most U.S. citizens—including most Cuban Americans—favor reducing or 
eliminating the trade embargo and all travel restrictions. And under the Obama 
Administration, significant progress has been made. People-to-people programs have been 
re-established, and increasing numbers of United States citizens are traveling to Cuba. They 
are doing so from airports all over the country, newly licensed for flights to Cuba. Cuban 
Americans, now permitted to freely visit their families in Cuba, are traveling by the 
hundreds of thousands and providing greater financial support to their families than was 
allowed in the Bush Administration.   
 
The Cuba program of LAWGEF is poised to take advantage of this favorable environment 
and push to end the travel ban completely, but the organization needs more funding to do 
this important work. 

 
The Cuba Fund Campaign 2012 is of crucial importance for the future of LAWGEF’s efforts 
to help initiate a new era in U.S.-Cuban relations.  LAWG Education Fund is at the end of 
several grants from foundations that have traditionally supported their work on United 
States-Cuba policy. As is often the case, foundation interests change over time, independent 
of the needs or the quality of work of individual grantees; and, sadly, LAWGEF has been 
notified by these foundations that their funding priorities are shifting and that continuing 
support will not be possible. Currently, the LAWGEF retains only one consistent foundation 
supporter, one whose resources have diminished due to the economic downturn.    
     
LAWGEF has already:   

 
1. Successfully helped to press the White House to take executive action in early 

2011 to expand travel to Cub, including people-to-people specific licenses, and 
educational and religious general licenses; 



2. Compiled and published an online guide “How-to Travel to Cuba” to make new 
travel regulations understandable and user-friendly and showcase people-to-
people opportunities for citizen travel; 
  

3. Co-sponsored people-to-people delegations to Cuba to educate U.S. citizens and 
build the advocacy movement to end the travel ban; 
  

4. Helped mount a successful campaign in late 2011 to convince the White House 
to defeat congressional efforts to roll back Cuban-American family travel to the 
punitive Bush-era regulations; 
 

5. Coordinated a massive CubaGO! advocacy day in DC and in states across the 
nation in 2009; 
  

6. Partnered with other policy organizations in 2000 to support passage of 
legislation that allows U.S. farmers to sell food and agriculture products to Cuba 
for cash, and helped build strong majorities in Congress supporting an end to 
the travel ban in the early 2000s; 
 

7. Impacted Congress and the administration with touring Love, Loss, and Longing: 
The Impact of U.S. Travel Policies on Cuban-American Families photo exhibit and 
publication; contributed to President’s decision to end restrictions on family 
travel;  
 

8. Organized successful online campaigns using Facebook [30,400+ “likes” on 
LAWG’s “End the Travel Ban on Cuba” page], Change.org [an additional 30,000 
new advocates], and Twitter; 
  

9. Strengthened alliances with Cuban-American, religious, academic, cultural, 

solidarity, business, and agricultural communities to press for changes in U.S. policy.  

 
Under the leadership of Mavis Anderson, the LAWGEF Cuba Program is moving forward in 
its work to end the travel restrictions and trade embargo; but without more funding 
support soon, this crucial program will be forced to contract. Now is the time to strengthen 
LAWGEF programs and policy advocacy to support further openings in U.S.-Cuba relations. 
The need is urgent. 

 

Cuba Fund Campaign 2012 Timeline 
 

The Cuba Fund Campaign 2012 is coordinated by a fundraising committee headed by 
several Honorary Co-Chairs of national distinction: Harry Belafonte (singer, songwriter, 
actor, humanitarian, activist), James Early (board member, Institute for Policy Studies), and 
Danny Glover (actor, film director, humanitarian, activist).  The campaign committee is 
comprised of twenty members, each committed to donating to the campaign, networking 
and seeking contributions from current and previous LAWGEF supporters and from new 
potential donors across the country. 

 
Staff support for the campaign committee is provided by Mavis Anderson and Emily Chow 
of LAWGEF, and by Jeffrey Boutwell, coordinator of post-trip activities for the LAWGEF-
Witness for Peace delegation to Cuba from January 14-25, 2012 (and organizer of three 



previous workshops in Cuba for the Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs; 
Pugwash was the recipient of the 1995 Nobel Peace Prize). 

 
Time-line for fundraising: 

 
March/April 2012: Completed recruiting the Honorary Co-Chairs of the Cuba  

Fund Campaign 2012; recruited the 20+ members of the 
fund campaign committee; prepared the printed materials 
necessary for implementing the campaign; worked with the 
committee members to devise a plan for seeking donations.  
 

May 2012:  Kick off the Cuba Fund Campaign 2012, with a  
dinner or other modest event in Washington, possibly  
involving the Honorary Co-Chairs, and including as many of 
the committee members as are able to come. 
 

May-Dec. 2012: Implement the Cuba Fund Campaign 2012, reaching the 
goal of $100,000 by the end of 2012. 

 
Spring 2013: Possible LAWGEF-sponsored tour to Cuba, including various 

campaign committee members and donors. 
 
  
* Note: LAWG has both a 501(c) (4), which is the part of the organization that does direct 
congressional advocacy work, and a 501(c) (3), the Latin America Working Group Education 
Fund (LAWGEF), which does educational work and policy advocacy. The LAWGEF accepts 
tax-deductible donations. If donors have a strong preference to contribute to LAWG’s 
direct congressional advocacy work, they may do so by writing their check to LAWG rather 
than to LAWGEF. Donations to the LAWG are not tax deductible. 
 


